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I have compiled a list of activities that won’t break the bank, and will provide interesting w

1. Museums. When was the last time you visited a museum? Michigan has wonderful world-class Mu

2. Lighthouses. Michigan has more lighthouses than any other state. Bordered by the Great Lake

3. Beaches. With our abundant coastline, beaches are everywhere in Michigan and easy to love d
4. Parks. Take advantage of the many well-maintained and diverse Michigan Metro Parks. Pack a

The Michigan Metro Parks provide a myriad of family-fun activities, including swimming, paddle

5. Festivals. Michigan offers a variety of outdoor summer festivals which draw people from all

6. Produce Picking ˘ Take Your Pick! I can´t say enough about the produce grown here in Michig

For the novelty and experience, visit a local fruit farm and pick your own cherries, blueberri

After the harvest, have the family participate in baking something delectable and sweet. Cobbl

And one last word of advice: Save the fruit pits! You can have your very own fruit tree if you
7. Gardening. Gardening is a great outdoor activity that the whole family can become involved

To get started, make a trip to the local library and get some good books on the subject. Then,

8. Family Cookouts. Get family and friends together for a pot luck or backyard barbeque. Plan

If cooking for yourself and immediate family, find a new and challenging recipe. Experiment wi

9. Scavenger Hunts. Whatever happened to the old-time scavenger hunt? Organize a weekend scave

10. Exercise. Get out and start that outdoor exercise program you have been promising yourself

11. Crafts. Crafting can add hours of fun for adults and kids alike. Visit a near by Craft sto

Knitting is also a great craft, and easy to learn. Nowadays, there are so many scrumptious tex

12. Reading. Reading can be a luxury for some. People leading hectic, stressful lifestyles may
Speaking of settings, I can´t think of a more appropriate summer book to read than ˆGift from

I have provided just a few activities that won’t break the bank. Yet these activities will sti
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